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Introduction
Gas analysis in lab-on-a-chip (LOC) applications typically refers to the detection and quantification of one or several substances in a sample volume of a few tens of microliters. A sensor for such applications should combine ppm sensitivity, with high selectivity in order to enable analysis of complex gas mixtures. Form a technological point of view, the sensor should also be versatile, in order to enable easy modification of its selectivity to a new substance. However, most current LOC gas sensors lack both versatility and selectivity, which often is compensated by employing gas chromatography. [1] For macroscopic systems, on the other hand, different absorption spectroscopy methods, e.g., cavity enhanced absorption spectroscopy [2] (CEAS) and integrating cavity output spectroscopy [3] (ICOS), offer great selectivity and versatility, where only the wavelength of the laser that is used to probe the sample has to be changed in order to study a new substance. Today, lasers with wavelengths throughout the ultraviolet, visible and infrared (IR) spectra are commercially available, making absorption spectroscopy an important tool in such diverse fields as environmental sciences [4, 5] , biomedicine [6] and planetary exploration [7, 8] .
However, absorption spectroscopy is not well suited for LOC applications, since it is inherently difficult to miniaturize, and handles limited sample amounts poorly [9] . In most embodiments, the technique relies on a sample cell of sufficient volume and pressure to achieve proper detection -in high-end systems typically around a liter filled to 1-10 kPa [3, 10, 11] -and if any of these parameters are reduced, the sensitivity drops drastically. Moreover, increasing the pressure to compensate for a reduction in volume is not an option, since this would greatly reduce the selectivity via peak broadening, and still not enable the study of small samples.
An alternative to absorption spectroscopy is photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS), in which the acoustic signal created by the absorption of a laser pulse in a gaseous sample is recorded by a sensitive microphone [12] . PAS commonly utilizes smaller sample cells but higher pressures, typically milliliters at 100 kPa.
Interesting in this respect is the somewhat derelict field of optogalvanic (OG) spectroscopy [13] , which was a hot research topic in the 1970s and early 80s, but was more or less abandoned, since it did not find any lasting applications outside of science. This was mainly due to the lack of reliable light sources at the time, but when the development of tunable single-mode laser took off in the 1990s, they were not applied to OG spectroscopy, but rather to other absorption techniques, probably due to the parallel development of new absorption-detector materials. Still, at its peak, OG spectroscopy was often found to be more sensitive than both emission and absorption spectroscopy. [14, 15] Optogalvanic spectroscopy (OGS) relies on the OG effect that describes the perturbation of a gas discharge, or plasma, by light in resonance with transitions in the atoms or molecules that makes up the sample. This perturbation stems from photon-induced excitations that in one way or another affects the impedance of the plasma -a parameter that can be easily measured and translated into detailed information about the composition of the sample, given access to adequate theory. [13] From a LOC point of view, one property of OG spectroscopy is of particular interest. Several authors have observed that the signal in an OG sensor stems from only a limited part of the plasma if it is measured by the means of a plasma probe [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Most reports identify the sheath of the probe as the key region for the signal generation, but no one has studied this phenomena in more than one dimension, and only Suszuki et al [15] have tried to develop theory to explain it. However, the ability to draw a strong spectroscopic signal from a very small gas volume suggests that OG spectroscopy may be well suited for miniaturization -something that the present study aims to verify.
By employing a microwave-induced microplasma source based on a stripline split-ring resonator (SSRR) [19] , and equipping it with miniature plasma probes made from gold or platinum bond wires [20] , we have been able to demonstrate the first ever OG detection in a microplasma. [18] We have also developed theory to describe how the OG signal is generated in such a system [21] . Still, the spatial distribution of the OG signal in relation to the probes has never been thoroughly investigated, despite the fact that this is a key parameter for both the validation of the theoretical framework, and the evaluation of the technique for LOC. Hence, in this study, the spatial distribution of the OG signal inside the microplasma was investigated in detail. The influence of probe biasing on the distribution was also studied, along with the ability of available theory to explain the observed effects, all in order to evaluate the possibility of using OG spectroscopy as a versatile sensor platform for future LOC sensors. Finally, the stability and sensitivity of the detector was compared with competing techniques for absorption and acoustic spectroscopy. 
Materials and Methods
The setup used in this study consisted of four main sub-systems -optics, fluidics, electronics and, most importantly, the SSRR. A diagram of the system can be seen in figure 1 , and specific information on its main components can be found in Appendix A.
The main parts of the optical system were the three lasers -two isotope specific, single-mode CO 2 lasers ( 12 CO 2 and 13 CO 2 ) and a HeNe alignment laser. The beams of the CO 2 lasers were modulated at 40 Hz using optical choppers, before all three beams were parallelized through two iris diaphragms using beam splitters and combiners. The beams were then focused through a ZnSe lens with a focal length of 150 mm, and aligned through the SSRR via a tunable mirror, so that the focal point was centered in the middle of the gap through the SSRR, figure 2. Finally, the laser power(s) were measured using a thermopile power meter. The tuning mirror was equipped with two micrometer screws that could be used to accurately scan the beams across the gap.
The fluidic system allowed for experiments with CO 2 , N 2 or mixes of the two, in stationary conditions or at a constant flow rate. During a measurement, the pressure upstream the SSRR was measured by a pressure gauge. The base pressure of the setup was 7 Pa.
The electronics closely resembled those used in Ref. [21] , with the only exception that a lock-in amplifier could be connected between the SSRR and the data acquisition (DAQ) to amplify the OG signal. The source meter was used to bias the plasma and measure its I-V characteristics.
Figure 2.
Configuration of the SSRR detector in its present embodiment. The middle shows an exploded view of the PCBs of the detector, where the center one incorporates the ring resonator. To the left is an X-ray image of the gap through the SSRR. The two probes can be seen to the left and to the right, and at greater magnification at the bottom. The plasma was generated in the center of the gap.
The SSRR was identical to the one described in Ref. [20] , except that the parylene coating of the probes had been removed by plasma etching in an oxygen plasma. It was manufactured by the method described in Ref. [22] , and had a resonance frequency of 2.65 GHz, a characteristic impedance of 50 Ω, and the gap through the resonator was 3 mm long and 4.7 mm wide, figure 2, giving the ring an inner and outer radius of 4.49 mm and 6.50 mm, respectively. The gap was sealed by two antireflection coated ZnSe windows, and two ¼ inch steel pipes connected the SSRR to the fluidic system of the setup.
The fused Pt probes [20] of the detector can be seen in figure 2. They were somewhat asymmetric where the left probe was short, 0.20 mm, with a large, ellipsoidal endpoint, whereas the right probe was long, 0.60 mm, with a smaller, spherical endpoint. When ignited, the plasma was not uniformly distributed through the gap, wherefore the probes were subjected to slightly different plasma conditions. The probes could be biased, one at a time, with voltages between -60 V and 60 V using the source meter, while connecting the other to the lock-in amplifier, or directly to the DAQ. The latter is from here on referred to as the active probe. The probes could also be used to study the I-V characteristics of the plasma by scanning the bias voltage while measuring the plasma current with the source meter. From these, the electron temperature could be calculated [19] .
The study was based on four principal experiments (Appendix A). In each experiment, the laser beam of the 12 CO 2 laser was stabilized at the P20 transition (λ=10.59 µm), which excited a transition between the first excited vibrational levels the symmetric and asymmetric stretch modes ((100) and (001)) of the 12 CO 2 molecules. The beam was then scanned across the gap though the SSRR while measuring the OG signal, the probe potential, and the laser power. The beam was scanned with 15 horizontal and 17 vertical steps in a rectangular mesh to cover the whole gap. The step length was about 180 µm vertically and 300 µm laterally, and the dwell time was 10 s. The first three experiments studied the OG signal in pure CO 2 , flowed through the detector at a rate of 3 sccm. The pressure upstream the detector was 270 Pa. In the first two experiments the right probe was active while left probe was used to bias the plasma with either 40 V or 60 V. In the third experiment, the left probe was active while the right probe was biased with 40 V, even though this, ideally, would generate identical results as the first experiment. Finally, the fourth experiment was a repetition of the first with the only exception that the CO 2 was replaced by pure N 2 .
Some more detailed studies were also performed. The plasmas I-V curve was recorded using the probes as Langmuir probes. These can be found in the Appendix B, and were used to calculate the electron temperature at the position of each probe in the same way as described in Ref. [19] . Moreover, in the experiment where the left probe was biased with 60 V, the stability of the signal was studied by recording a time series of 2000 samples with a sample rate of 1 Hz. Also, spectra of 12 CO 2 and 13 CO 2 were recorded by scanning both CO 2 lasers through their full spectral range (8 lines for the 12 CO 2 laser and 4 lines for the 13 CO 2 laser). Here, the lock-in amplifier was used to improve the signalto-noise ratio. Finally, the sensitivity of the method was investigated by measuring the OG signal from samples of CO 2 diluted in N 2 . These measurements were performed in stationary conditions (no flow) at 300 Pa with CO 2 concentrations of 0, 0.38, 15.6, 226 and 625 ppmv. For each concentration, the electron temperature was measured in the same way as above. The details of all experiments are summarized in Appendix A. Figure 3 . Distribution of the OG signal in the microplasma. In (a), (b) and (c), the sample was pure CO 2 , at a pressure and flow rate of 270 Pa and 3 sccm, respectively. In (d), the CO 2 was replaced by N 2 at the same conditions. In (a), (b) and (d), the right probe was used to measure the signal, while the left probe was biased with either 40 V ((a) and (d)) or 60 V (b). In (c), the left probe was used to measure the signal, while the right probe was biased with 40 V. Data points where the laser power had dropped by >50%, from absorption along the edge of the gap, have been excluded and the plot have been cropped with a contour of the gap from figure 2. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the OG signal inside the microplasma, after removing thermal interference as described in the Appendix B. The measured signal maxima were displaced to the right if the right probe was active (figure 3(a) and (b)), and to the left if the left probe was active (figure 3(c)), however, only when the detector was filled with CO 2 . When instead filled with N 2 , no clear OG signal was observed ( figure 3(d) ). This supported the assumption that the signal was mainly generated inside the sheath of the active probe. Moreover, the amplitude of the OG signal increased with the voltage of the biased probe, although the position of the maxima did not move, i.e., the spatial distribution remained similar (figures 3(a) and (b)). Most importantly, however, the experiments with pure CO 2 showed significantly different results despite being analyses of the same sample, at identical pressure and flow. Hence, the SSRR detector cannot be used for spectrometry unless these differences can be explained by theory.
Results and Discussions
In reference 21, it was shown that the OG signal, U OG , in an SSRR detector with double plasma probes can be attributed to a perturbation of the floating potential, U P , of one of the probes, if the other one is grounded or biased by a constant voltage, U B . [21] If the electrons in the plasma exhibit a Maxwellian distribution and the pressure, temperature and electric field are at equilibrium, the floating potential is given by the sum of the sheath potential, U Sh , and the plasma potential, U PP , i.e., U P = U Sh +U PP , assuming that U Sh <0. [15] On the other hand, if the plasma is subjected to a bias voltage higher than the plasma potential, the sheath around the probe will start to expand, and the floating potential will increase. This increase is linearly dependent on the bias voltage, and will proceed until the dimensions of the sheath become comparable to that of the plasma. At this point the plasma will start to be quenched. [21] The expanding sheath and/or the shifted electron energy and density were probably the reasons for the increased signal amplitude at higher bias voltage.
The perturbation of the floating potential is induced by interactions between the plasma and the laser beam, and since the laser operated in the mid IR regime, where the energy of the photons generally is too low to induce more than rotational or vibrational excitation of the target molecules, the perturbation can be assumed to stem mainly from temperature variations in the different plasma species. [13, 21, 23] With respect to the floating potential, variations in the electron temperature, k B T e , will have the greatest influence, since U P ~ k B T e . [15] Assuming the perturbations to be small, i.e.
δU P =U OG <<U P and δT e <<T e , and the bias voltage to be higher than the plasma potential (without quenching it), the OG signal can be approximated by:
where n m is the volume density of target molecules, I is the laser power, σ L is the absorption crosssection of the photon-molecule interaction, πlr 2 is the irradiated plasma volume, and K 0 is the so called OG proportionality constant. [21] Hence, using equation (1), it should be possible to normalize the results of figure 3, to correct for the different plasma conditions if the term n m πlr 2 K 0 is assumed to be constant in the all experiments studying CO 2 . First however, the respective electron temperatures had to be calculated from the plasmas I-V curves, yielding 9.7±0.2 eV in the area around the right probe, and 13.6±0.7 eV around the left. Moreover, the average floating potentials of the active probes were calculated from the scans, yielding 0.7682±0.0005 V and 1.183±0.002 V for right probe biased with 40 V ( figure 3(a) ) and 60 V ( figure 3(b) ), respectively, and 0.3808±0.0007 V for the left probe biased with 40 V ( figure 3(c) ). Figure 4 shows cross sections of the OG signal from figure 3 along the width of the gap, before and after applying the correction. Before the correction, the measurements showed global signal maxima located in the part of the plasma that was associated with the sheath of the active probe (inset of figure  4 ). These were properly normalized by the theory ( figure 4) . However, all three curves also showed local maxima in the part of the plasma that was associated with the sheath of the biased probe. These were not properly normalized by equation (1), probably due to remaining thermal interference, suggesting that the equation is only valid if the laser is aligned to the sheath of the active probe. Still, in this region, the floating potential could be used to correct for differences in bias voltage, and, combined with the electron temperature, for different plasma conditions. This proves that the mechanism behind the generation of the OG signal can be described by fairly straightforward plasma theory, which is pivotal if the method is to be applied to high-end LOC systems.
Figure 4.
Corrected OG signal. Distribution of the OG signal, U OG , across the length of the gap after correction for the difference in electron temperature, k B T e , probe potential, U P , and laser power, I, using equation (1) . The shaded boundaries represent a 3σ standard deviation. The inset shows the same data before correction.
The ability of the presented theory to explain the differences between the three experiments implies that the SSRR detector can be used for both spectroscopy and spectrometry as long as both the floating potential and the electron temperature are known. The rather large uncertainty in figure 4 primarily stemmed from uncertainties in the calculation of the electron temperature, wherefore improving this measurement, or finding an alternative, will become desirable in the further application. For example, studying the Thomson scattering of a second laser, e.g., the system's alignment laser, by the free electrons in the plasma could offer a non-perturbing measurement that could be performed continuously and parallel to the OG measurements.
With these results at hand, the obvious question arises: How does miniaturized OG spectroscopy compare with its macroscopic absorption counterpart? Figure 5 shows the overlapping Allan deviation of the setup, where the signal was found to be stable over time spans of up to 140 s. Although it is possible to find absorption spectrometers that are up to one order of magnitude more stable [24] , their detectors normally have to be cooled with liquid nitrogen to achieve such performance -something that greatly reduces their integrability in a LOC system. The percent stability of the SSRR detector is similar to an uncooled absorption detector, and there are still room for improvement, since the drift observed in figure 5 mainly stemmed from a drift in the laser wavelength and not in the detector. With respect to sensitivity, different spectrometers are notoriously difficult to compare [25] . However, two particular figures of merit are often presented -the minimum detectable absorption (MDA) and the noise equivalent absorption sensitivity (NEAS). The MDA is often defined as the lowest absorption signal that can be resolved over the noise floor with 1σ significance at a certain sampling frequency. Hence, the unit of the MDA is Hz -0.5
, and, commonly, it is given at a sampling frequency of 1 Hz. The NEAS is, in turn, defined as the MDA scaled by the path length, and is a good metric to compare different detectors, since it neglects the influence of the sample cell on the performance of the spectrometer. The value of the NEAS is often given in cm These isotopic ratio experiments were performed at concentrations far above the LOD of the SSRR detector, as can be seen from the narrow standard deviations in figure 6 . To better define the LOD of the detector, the inset of figure 6 shows the OG signal as a function of the CO 2 concentration in an N 2 carrier gas after correction with equation (1) . These experiments were conducted in stationary conditions, i.e., without a flow, with a sample frequency of 1 Hz. As can be seen, sub-per mille concentrations, corresponding to only tens of pictograms of carbon, could easily be detected, corresponding to an LOD of less than 100 ppmv. With a more accurate measurement of the electron temperature, and, more importantly, the improved understanding of the spatial distribution of the OG signal gained by this study, we predict that the SSRR detector will be able to reach an LOD below 10 ppmv in a single-pass sample cell.
In order to translate these LOD estimates into values of MDA and NEAS, the absorption inside the gap of the SSRR in the experiments of figure 6 , was approximated by simulations in the HITRAN database (http://hitran.iao.ru/). The results are presented in table 1, along with the corresponding input parameters. The gas temperature inside the gap was approximated to 290 K with a flow through the cell and 500 K without [21, 26] These metrics can now be compared to those of other spectrometric methods, as presented in detail in table 2 and more schematically in figure 7 . As can be seen, the detector displays a MDA between one and four orders of magnitude better than most competitors, which must be regarded as exceptional. However, it could be argued that MDA is not a fair way to compare the methods, since most of them benefits from making the sample cell, and hence the path length, longer, while the SSRR detector does not. Hence, a better metric is the single-pass NEAS, where the SSRR detector still outperforms the techniques based on absorption detectors, and is comparable to PAS, should the LOD be reduced towards 10 pmmv. It could still be said that the absorption detector techniques are more sensitive if the cavity enhancement is taken into account in the calculation of the NEAS. However, the SSRR detector would benefit from cavity enhancement too [36] , and table 2 shows that it would only require a cavity with a finesse of ~3100 for it to reach a NEAS CE in the order of 3x10 -12 cm
, which must be regarded as reasonable from an engineering point of view.
These experiments confirm that OGS is intrinsically more sensitive than most absorption methods, by up to orders of magnitude, and comparable to PAS in terms of NEAS. However, in LOC applications, OGS must be regarded to outperform PAS too, since the latter requires the sample cell to be pressurized up to atmospheric pressure to be able to deliver maximum performance [12] , which is an obvious limitation if the total sample volume is in the order of microliters.
On the topic of LOC, it could also be argued that the SSRR of figure 2 hardly can be regarded as chipscale. However, the current design of the plasma source is not fully miniaturized, and if chip-level integration is essential, a version made from, e.g., high-temperature co-fired ceramics could be employed [37] . Moreover, the lasers currently used in the setup are quite bulky, and could be replaced by miniature quantum cascade lasers or other IR light sources such as diodes with optical filters ,even though the lasers are commonly not regarded as a part of other laser-based LOC systems, e.g., plasmonic biosensors [38] , but rather viewed as auxiliary systems.
Conclusions
In conclusion, the spatial distribution of the OG signal in a microplasma has been investigated, revealing a strong signal maximum inside the sheath of the active plasma probe. The signal strength could be increased by biasing an opposing probe with a constant voltage, and the results confirmed the theoretical framework describing the mechanism behind the generation of the signal, which also could be used to calculate the sample concentration. The MDA of the detector was estimated to be less than 1.4x10 -9 Hz -0.5
, which corresponded to a NEAS of <2.8x10 . This was at least one order of magnitude better than the detectors used for common cavity enhanced absorption techniques and comparable to detectors for PAS. Given its miniature design, minuscule sample cell volume, high sensitivity, and versatility, the OG detector described in this study shows excellent promise for future LOC gas analyzers, e.g., for δ 13 C measurements in isotope labeling studies of extremely small cell cultures (<1000 cells). Figure 1 shows the schematics of the setup used in this study. Its function is more thoroughly described in the Methods section, and the details of the different components can be found in table A1. Table A2 summarizes the details of the different experiments based on in which figure in the manuscript they are presented. Figure B1 shows the results of scanning the laser beam of the 12 CO 2 laser across the gap through the SSRR. As can be seen, the gap served as diaphragm for the laser beam, where the distribution of the measured laser power accurately depicted the geometry of the gap. Based on this observation, an outline of the gap from figure 2 was fitted to the spatial scans, approximately along the contour line where the laser power had halved, in order to show the approximate positions of the probes in both figures 3 and B1. Moreover, directing the laser beam below the gap generated a strong signal in the OG measurement. However, the origin of this signal was most likely not optogalvanic, since 1.) It was generated without transmitting light through the gap, and 2.) It was still visible in the experiment where the CO 2 sample had been replaced by pure N 2 ( figure B1 (d) ). Instead, the origin of this signal was probably thermal 20 , where its asymmetry can be explained by the SSRR being slightly tilted with respect to the laser beam, allowing it to hit the lower wall of the gap. For the same reasons, the strong signal observed around the right probe in figure B1 (a), (b) and (d) was most likely thermal in origin too, and caused by the direct illumination of the probe by the laser beam. The reason why no such effect was observed in figure B1(c) was probably the much shorter length of the left probe, protecting it from direct illumination. Finally, a less intense signal was observed inside the volume of the gap if it was filled with CO 2 (figure B1(a), (b) and (c), but not if it was filled with N 2 ( figure B1(d) ). Hence, this signal was interpreted as being optogalvanic in origin.
Appendix A. Measurement setup

Appendix B. Thermal interference & I-V curves
In order to distinguish the OG signal from the thermal interference, particularly that caused by the direct illumination of the probes, figure 3 was post processed and shows two-dimensional quadratic, locally weighted scatterplot fits to the data from figure B1 , where the area around the right probe was excluded together with points where the laser power had halved. Still, some thermal interference remained around the right probe and in the lower part of the gap, particularly in figure 3(d) . However, the post processing made the OG signal become the dominant effect, and figure 3 useful for interpreting the spatial distribution of the OG effect in the microplasma. Figure B1 . Spatial distribution of the laser power (top) and OG signal (bottom) when scanning the laser beam across the gap. In (a), (b) and (c), the sample was pure CO 2 , at a pressure and flow rate of 270 Pa and 30 sccm, respectively. In (d), the CO 2 was replaced by N 2 at the same conditions. In (a), (b) and (d), the right probe was used to measure the signal, while the left probe was biased with either 40 V ((a) and (d)) or 60 V (b). In (c), the left probe was used to measure the signal, while the right probe was biased with 40 V. The images are contour plots with 100 levels of quadratic, locally weighted scatterplot fits (span=25%). The top and bottom color maps are linear between 0 and 201 mW and 0 and 0.87 mV, respectively. The lines are aligned contours of the gap from figure 2. Figure B2 shows the plasma's I-V curves that were used for calculating the electron temperature of the plasma in the volume around the two probes. These calculations were made in the same way as in references 21 and 22, by assuming collisionless, un-magnetized plasma conditions Figure B2 . I-V curves of the two probes from which the electron temperatures were calculated.
